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Travco Travel company is the leading destination management company in Egypt.
It takes pride in being the country's one-stop enterprise offering fully integrated solutions.

We are committed to continuously develop and cement our position as a global brand that 
turns travel into a cherished experience and inspires individuals to expand their horizons 
by exploring the world. 

We have a network of International offices in Jordan, UAE, Qatar, Morocco, Zanzibar and 
Oman. Additional to our branches located in Egypt in Cairo, Hurghada, Makadi, Marsa 
Alam, Sharm El Sheikh, Taba, Aswan, Luxor, Alexandria and Marsa Matruh.

Map of Travco presence in egypt:



 Through experienced management team and exclusive partnerships committed to excellence, Travco Group developed a multi-faceted 
organization that focuses on the integration of Travel & Tourism, Hospitality, Aviation, Transportation, Real Estate, Engineering & 
Construction, Security Services, Retail and Merchandise achieving a leading brand with a footprint across the globe.

Our consistent customer centric approach elevated our services to reflect a lifetime experience for our clients. We take pride in covering every aspect of our 
customers journey to introduce unique values through our excessive global network of operational services and branches. We continuingly adopt and 
integrate innovative initiatives by creating value in virgin destinations and transforming them into a major touristic attraction.

With nearly 1.1 million travelers coming to Egypt using Travco's facilities and services, we leverage our state-of-the-art headquarters in Sheikh Zayed City 
consolidating all operations under one roof keeping close tabs on both the operational and service efficiency. With the headquarters serving as the nerve 
center for all the group operations, Travco has been expanding its presence across the world empowered by over 24 thousand employees who passionately 
and professionally embrace the organization growth.  

A B O U T
T R A V C O 
G R O U P



FACTS & 
FIGURES

1.1 million
Satisfied customers annually.

700 vehicles of deluxe coaches,
limousines, and SUVs in Egypt,
Dubai, and Oman.

100 hospitality venues in 
Egypt, UAE, Maldives, Tunisia,
and Greece.

56 Hotels & Resorts.

1# Travel company for the
23rd consecutive year in 2019.

26 Nile Cruise ships.

Branches located in Egypt:
Cairo, Giza, Hurghada, Makadi,
Marsa Alam, Sharm El Sheikh,
Taba, Aswan, Luxor, Alexandria,
and Marsa Matruh. 

A network of international offices
in UAE, Jordan, Morocco, Zanzibar,
Qatar and Oman.  



A B O U T
T R A V C O
T R A V E L

 Through years of experience in the Egyptian travel market, Travco Travel has carefully crafted a plethora of unique tours 
and vacation packages. Travco Travel diversification of new types of packages including safari adventures across Egypt’s 
desert landscapes, as well as cultural, recreational experiences in historical landmarks and treasures; luxury resort 
getaways indulging in the rich, colorful marine life and breathtaking blues of the Red Sea and the Mediterranean, health 
and wellness activities such as sand bathing and therapeutic dips in hot spring.

Our skilled team provides the highest quality through contracting, booking and packaging various components of the 
experience such as hotels, transportation, cruises, tour guides, excursions, optional tours, flights and more.



 

 
 
 

 

Airport Meet and Greet
Service:

• Greeting by our professional
   representatives
• Fast track passport services
• One-on-one assistance
• Porter assistance and
    luggage handling
• VIP terminal transfer
• VIP lounge access
• Support for differently abled
    people
• Available for all solo
   travelers, groups, families or
   business trips
• Travco's operational offices
    inside Egypt’s international
    airports including Cairo,
    Hurghada, Sharm El-Sheikh
    and Luxor airports

Visa and Customs Assistance:

• Visa, customs, and passport
   assistance upon arrival to any
   of Egypt's airports by qualified
   multilingual representatives as
   well as a VIP fast track service.

DESTINATION SERVICES 

Activities including:

• Water activities (water skiing, kite surfing, scuba diving, free diving, snorkeling) 
The ideal year-round sunshine makes Egypt a perfect beach destination for many. With
numerous seaside resorts and endless recreational and sports facilities, you are sure to 
find your destination of choice at the Mediterranean or the Res Sea resorts.

• Desert Safari & adventure

Through our specialized division, we provide a variety of exclusive safaris and nature 
based adventures across Egypt.

• Nature Preserves

The unique geographical location of Egypt, at the northeast corner of the African 
continent, where it joins with Asia, coupled with the fact that it is bordered by the 
Mediterranean Sea to the north and the Red Sea to the east, endows it with a rich 
natural heritage like Ras Muhammad National Park, Zaranik Protected Area, Al Ahrash 
Reserve and El Omayed Reserve.

• Hot air balloons

Enjoy a bird's eye scene overlooking one of the world's most attraction-packed cities 
during this hot air balloon ride over Luxor. See ancient landmarks like the Statue of 
Thebes from above as you drift over the city.

• Spa & Wellness centers

Our Spa and Wellness Guide to Egypt will help you relax on your visit to the country, with
everything from ancient medicine to relaxing spas.
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• All cultural and history programs
Egypt is full of mysterious wonders, and the more one travels through it, the more they 
will keep discovering. We have every means of traveling this road with every traveler, 
helping them discover the many cultural and historical secrets kept deep within those 
pyramids, monuments and valleys. We have created different programs specifically put 
together to guide travelers through the world's most ancient history. Beach getaway can 
be combined prior and post cultural package to get fascinating culture with stunning 
beaches experiences. 

• Golf Packages
Egypt has been gaining popularity as one of the best golf destinations in the Middle 
East, considering its vast championship golf courses located all over the country. With 
courses of different sizes and offering different challenges, Travco can tailor golf 
packages to suit all requirements from beach side courses in Ain Sokhna, Hurghada, 
Sham El Sheikh or in Cairo's prime courses.

• Nile Cruise adventures
The romance and sheer wonder of a Nile cruise holiday can be experienced in supreme 
luxury on any of our opulent cruise ships. Take an inspiring trip into the fascinating past 
and enjoy the dazzling present in the luxurious comfort, safety and security of one of the 
most modern and best equipped Nile cruise fleets in Egypt.

• Tailor-made specialists itinerary
We offer a tailor-made trips that is fully personalized to you. It is crafted to your needs, 
interests and budget by our local travel experts.

• Honeymoon Packages
Our travel experts give you the chance to experience all of Egypt with our amazing Egypt 
Honeymoon Packages. Our Honeymoon Packages suit any taste, we offer classic tours of 
Ancient Egypt with Nile cruises, city tours, diving holidays, and adventures in the desert.

• Religious tours and holy land programs
Egypt is an open air museum for religious archeological heritage for Muslims, Christians, 
and Jews, Egypt is gifted with its grand mosques, ancient churches and Jewish 
synagogues. Travco Travel has excellent itineraries which combine beautiful sights.

• Packages specially arranged for
    guests with limited mobility
Helping travelers with a disability or reduced 
mobility have a smooth and stress-free 
journey. We provide sightseeing tours and 
excursions included in our curated packages. 
Our travel experts will do everything they 
can to accommodate any special needs.

• Shore Excursions
Get the shore excursions you crave and 
dream of upon your desire with your favorite 
activities from our shore excursions heading 
to all possible shores in Egypt, offering you a 
wide range of tours.

• Self-drive programs
Discover the freedom of a self-drive holiday 
with our travel experts' to help you explore 
dramatic landscapes at your leisure.

• Desert Safari Package
Travco Travel provide amazing Safari Tours 
in Egypt, you can enjoy Egypt Safari to visit 
Bahariya oasis, White Desert, Black Desert, 
Farafra Oasis, Dakhla Oasis, Kharga Oasis 
and feel the real nature and beauty, sleep 
under the stars, touch the desert life, meet 
with Egyptian friendly people.

We are experts in quoting and serving various packages meeting
all types of needs for both individuals and groups including but not
limited to:



O U R
S E R V I C E S
NILE CRUISES
• 26 luxurious Nile Cruises ships built to meet the Highest
   specifications for live-aboard excursions

• The fleet owned internally by Jaz Cruises, Steigenberger
   Cruises, and Iberotel. Each cruise ship is unique delivering
   different types of experiences fitting all needs.

• It operates the 2 largest floating hotels in the Nile, a cruise
   that reaches up to lake Nasser, and suites only cruise ships
   delivering the ultimate luxury. 

• With a total of 1,262 fully equipped cabins and suites, Travco
  owns approximately 7 % of the total capacity of floating hotels
  on the Nile.

• In Travco, we stay true to our goal of making trip matters. 

• Our Nile cruises offer astonishing and relaxing journeys to
  experience Egypt’s historical landmarks and enjoy viewing its
  pearly river banks all while wallowing in Travco’s highly
  personalized services.

• Experience luxury with heritage with our Dahabeya, crafted in
  the best traditions of shipbuilding perfected by the Pharaohs.
  The Dahabeya has six large deluxe suites, any of which are
  ready to serve as your personal space, your home with us on
  the Nile.



All hotels in Egypt are contracted for all nationalities with the 
best rates in the market.

In addition to that, The company owns and manages a growing 
portfolio of 56 Hotels & Resorts across Egypt, and the Middle 
East featuring an extensive portfolio of quality accommodations 
and leisure services offering an abundance of rooms that exceed 
15,279 guestrooms and continues with plans for more projects 
to come. The hotels are managed by the group's hospitality 
brands: Jaz, Iberotel, Sol Y Mar Hotels & Resorts and 
Steigenberger Hotels & Resorts.

Jaz Hotels & Resorts has a trademark for sustaining aquality of 
experience. Our liveliness and vibrance are univalled. We are the 
artists of hospitality, so enjoy our family-friendly modern 
aesthetics that suit all tastes. We proudly have a landmark at 
key locations across all the Egyptian gems.

What sets Jaz Hotel Group apart is its immaculate service and 
keenness for exceptional quality standards. We strive to 
highlight our products’ diversity; catering for the needs and 
taste of any holiday. Whether it is an affordable and exciting 
four-star vacation or an unmatched stay at a five and five-star 
deluxe resorts, we aspire to provide excellence in each service. 
Jaz has it all to your heart’s content! 

O U R
S E R V I C E S
HOTELS



A fleet of vehicles that prioritizes comfort and safety for both business and leisure travelers. Travco's 
fleet features modern, comfortable private cars, seat in coach transfers, minibuses shuttle buses, 
limousine service and car hire.

The drivers are carefully selected to provide door-to-door transfers focusing on safety and punctuality 
providing travelers with a unique and immersive experience through Egypt’s hidden gems. 

O U R
S E R V I C E S
TOURIST TRANSPORTATION 



 

MEETINGS & EVENTS 
Travco Travel also offers an array of services catering particularly to 
those traveling for business or specific events:

• Meetings: 
   The best range of meeting facilities in Egypt with the latest high-tech
   audiovisual equipment for any group size.

• Mice Incentives: 
   Personalized programs from sightseeing and activities to wild
   adventures, perfect for incentive ideas and occasions.

• Conferences: 
   Professional executive conference arrangements at the best venues
   with all suitable facilities.

• Events: 
   Luxurious gatherings arranged with gourmet catering, decoration, and
   entertainment, all tailored to suit all events themes and locations.

O U R
S E R V I C E S



 
• As part of our commitment to  deliver fully-integrated solutions, we offer a comprehensive range of ground handling services,
  aircraft services and terminal services throughout Egypt. 

• Our range of services include aviation security, global flight assistance, passengers handling, Jet A1- Fuel worldwide along with
   accounting and on-ground administration and   supervision.

• Top Aviation provides security services for more than 20 airline clients across all Egyptian airports.The company follows the
   regulations of ICAO, The Egyptian Civil Aviation, as well as the operator’s own CAA and internal security programs.

O U R
S E R V I C E S
TOP AVIATION



W H Y  W O R K 
W I T H  U S ? 

• Travco’s professional operational staff serves all
   needs, together with it’s international presence
   in Egypt, UAE, Jordan, Morocco, Zanzibar, and 
   Oman. It is capable of serving international 
   travel partners and Tour operators with tailored 
   travel solutions in the region. 

• Our branches located in Egypt in Cairo,
   Hurghada, Makadi, Marsa Alam, Sharm El
   Sheikh, Taba, Aswan, Luxor, Alexandria and
   Marsa Matruh.

• Travco provides its partners with the latest
   technology through onboard juniper software in
   all its offices through XML integration.
   Additional to, we are connected to various
   platforms such as PeakWork, TraSo and many
   others.

• Our strong network of local and international
   partners guarantees the finest, most innovative
   and affordable services in the Market.

• Travco owns the largest portfolio of hotels,
   resorts, fleet of transportation and cruises in
   the Middle East; all powered by the destination
   management company and has won many
   prestigious travel industry awards including the
   World Travel Award for 23 consecutive years.



SUSTAINABILITY 
As sustainable travel becomes more 
mainstream, Travco support sustainable 
tourism and influence the choices of our 
consumers, practices of suppliers and the 
development within destinations.
We contribute to the protection of the 
environment and culture overarching 
concept that covers everything that can 
and is being done to make the travel 
industry a viable resource for a very long 
time.

At Travco Travel, we encourage 
eco-friendly travel through one-of-a-kind 
programs crafting fantastic experiences 
for travelers with sustainability in mind. 
we contributed to sustainable tourism 
programs such as birdwatching.

As part of Travco Group initiatives 
towards suitability, Jaz Hotel Group 
developed innovative solutions in 
collaboration with many NGOs such as but 
not limited to the UNDP, HEPCA and Brita. 
They successfully managed to yearly 
minimize their effect on the environment 
particularly when it comes to water and 
electricity consumption, natural 
conservation, as well as local community 
integration.



MERITS & AWARDS

MEMBERSHIPS &
ACCREDITATIONS


